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see for, three days]. (Mughnee.) Each may also
be a noun, governing the noun which follows it

tOne who giUCe J many gifs. (TA.) in the nom. case, as signifying a particular day
or the like, or as signifying a definite length of

A uhe-camel near to bringing forth. time: in the case of a noun signifying a particular

(9, 1 ) day or the like, you say, a.4JI A., ~ .. A, *'

and p.l: see 7 L.p. [I have not seen him (since the commencement of
a space of time); the commencement of the space

·~( .. Ra'
t,. (9, ) and t () IA she.camel of time thereof (i.e., .t . .S.. ;, JO l the

whoe milk remains, (1,) or that yield plenty of commencement of the space of time of my not seeing

milk in the winter, (?,) aofter the milk of the other im) was Friday; meaning, ~ Friday]: and,

camel has paged away; ($, 4;) like 3w .. in the case of a noun signifying a definite length

(s.) You say alzo' .o t [app. pl. of ., of time, you say, L, :meaning, 1"
which is perhaps not used. (TA.) - Also the ,.- , [I ha, not een him (durin,, or for, a

former, Z Rain that dos not cea.e: (4:) and me); t time t o (ie , . .
t winid of whitch thes rain does not cecase. (TA.) m)thtinthr0(.e,11 ¢ .1wind of wch t rain dos not cea. (TA.) the time of my not seeing him) is a year; meaning,

jU during, or for, a year;] and the noun in this

.s am wd orc tse latter case can only be. indeterminate; for you
. is a simple word; (] ;) or, a ccord. to some, a cannot say, 1, ' ,; : (S :) when followed

compound word, as will be explained hereafter: by a noun in the nomr. case, as in the instance of
(TA:) Sb says, that it is with respect to time like a o .

it is ~ Cit .... [or, accord. to more approved uae
with respeet to place: (9, L:) it is indecl., accord. to more pproved uge,

[generally]withdamm forits termination; and. i-- 1, , as will be shown below, The time is

is indecl. abo, [generally] with its final letter qui- two days, meaning during, orfor, two days], each

eoent, X$, L, ],) [unles followed by a quiescent is an inchoative, and what follows it is an enun-

letter,whenitismoventindifferentmannerswhich ciative; and its meaning is the time with respect
will be shown below,] and it i formed from . by to what is present, and to a computed period, or

will be shown below,] and it is formed frm. by a number of days or the like; and the commence-
elision: (M, L, ]s:) v is also written and pro- m et of t spac of time wit h r espect to a past. . ~~~~~~~~mont of thte ipacc of time 'With respect to a past
nounced .JA, (M, L, ]~,) in the dial. of the time [such as a particular past day or the like]:

Bcnoo.-Suleym; (M, L;) and ., .., (M, L, or each is an adv. n. [of time], an enunciative, of

K,) in the dial. of the tribe of 'Okl. (M, L.) which what follows is the inchoative, and meaning
Each may be a prep., governing what follows it c. ', as in the instance of .t 4e vi

in the gen. case, and used in the same manner as [or, rather, 'g ,] i.e., ) i

s [signifying In, or during, or from the begin- [Tro days have been between the time in which I

sing of]: nnad in this case, each is prefixed only nowo am and (the time of) my meeting him]: (i :)

to that which denotes present time: thus you say, but this opinion is rejected by Ibn-HAjib. (TA.)
,.a i J J$4,

^ldJI ,.. A~ i [I have not seen him in this Accord. to some of the Arabs, for they differ on

night; or simply 1 hat not Jeen him this night]: this point, ,i governs in the gen. case a noun

(9, L:) or each is followed by a noun in the gen. signifying a past time and one signifying a time

case, and in this instance is a prep., in the sense not past: and accord. to some of them, ,
of ;.. [meaning Since, or lit., from,] when governs in the nom. case a noun signifying a past

relat.g .... a ptime and one signifying a timc not past: (M, L:)
relating to a past time (such as a particular past but the neral and most aproved wa is
day or the like]; and in the sense of i [meaning but te g l and most approve way is

·- ' to make J. govern in the gen. case a noun sig-
In, or from the beginning of,] when relating to nifying a time not past, and in the nom. case one

the present time; and in the sense of .. and J. signifying a time past; and to make j.v govern

together [meaning Pron the beginning to the end in the gen. case a noun signifying a time not past

of; or during thes whole course of; or simply and one signifying a time past: (T, M, L:) most

during, or for;] when relating to a computed of the Arabs hohl, that each must govern in the

period of time, or number of days or the like: ex. gen. case a noun signifying the present time; and

[rclating to a past time,] &l,i L " - that it is preferable to make v..* govern in the[relating to a paut time,] .J" * &Ijt
, -84 - same case, and to make .L govern in the nom.

[I have not ee hi7m sine Thursday, i 1.)1 to case, a noun signifying a past time: (Mughnee:)
tih preent time]; (Mughnee, V;) and [relating [they therefore say, aJI and ;l , and[thy tereor sa, acu,J~ and ',,. ,l and
to the present time,] l .,v or "ta [in, or ...

W.0."t 5J and . ~ but thiey say,
from the beginning of, (this) our day, or (t/id) b t e ,

....... m used--fled of:W~...J ;~,by n t~~,. Some [or,
our year;; and, [relating to a computed period of ,. and .] Some [or,

:.c,,,,~rater, most] say k. ot,l~, and OJI,,n l
time, or number of days or the like,].A al ) X ,i' rater, most] say, and jl

[fom the beginnit to the end of, i.e., durin, or | [I have not sen him for, or during, twoIf,-upA the biginniiuj to the end of,o , o.ed.rig

days;] making j" [in these instances] to govern
the nom. case; and j. ., the gen. case. (L.)
Such is said when the period of separation is a
day and part of a day. (Mob, art. .) The
Benoo-Dabbeb and Er-Rablb make ..L. to govern
the gen. case in every instance. (M, L.) The

)Gg ., .. · *M, ,&f ·. .
phrases, )Jl t. OaI L, and Jlh Aa (S ,

I, art. Ji; and L,) and 3J1;,y .Aa j, and .,
JjIl lt., [I have not wn him sine last year,] are
also mentioned by different authors. (L.) The
Arabs generally agree in pronouncing v" with
damm to the 3 when it is followed by a movent or

a quiescent letter; (T, M, L;) as in. j-; v jIJl,
o. 

and ,ll e.: (T, L:) and to pronounce J

with the 3 quiescent when it is followed by a
movent letter, (T, M, L,) and with 4damm and
[sometimes] with kesr when it is followed by a

conjunctive I; (M, L;) as in QtX 'j ; ,j,

and.,- nd,JI ' [.nd]: (T, L:) and.2 l9 .*, [ad i

so say most of the grammarians. (T.) Lh says,
The Benoo-'Obeyd, of the tribe of Ghanee, make
the 3 of .L. movent when it is followed by a
movent or a quiescent letter, and make the noun

following it to be in the nom. case, saying.lJI .2.;
and some of them pronounce it with keer when

followed by a quiescent letter, saying.;.JI .L;

but this is not the proper way. (M, L.) In
6.. ..... 

the phrase eA!j J.1 : Lt, the Arabs make the

r movent because of the occurrence [otherwise] of
two quiescent letters together; and they [generally]
give it not kesr, but damm, because the latter is
the final vowel of its original A. (M, L.)

One says also,M A c a ;, and 1 .L,

which fet-h to the 3 in each. (.II) The Benoo-Su-
leym are related to have used the expression , l;.

~ J [by _.. meaning six nights], with kesr

to the,* of L., and with the noun following it in
the nom. case: and the tribe of 'Okl are related

-.. A

to have used the expression X ,, , with the

·, elided, and with kesr to the _, and damm to
the 3. (M, L.) - Each of the two words .*
and L* is also followed by a verbal proposition,
as in the instance

* e '.jl.j' o.~ J;Jjt

[He has not ceased, since his two hand.s tied his
wrapper of tlhe lower iart of the body]: or a
nominal proposition, as in the instance

[And I ceased not to seek wealth from the time
of my being a youth, or young man]: in such
cases, each is an adv. n. prefixed to the proposition
[and governing it virtually in the gen. case], or
to a noun significant of time [understood as] pre-
fixed thereto [in the same manner]: or, as some
say, each is an inchoative. (K.) - The original
of . is J.., because they restore the dammeh
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